Effects of Outdoor School Ground Lessons on Students’ Science Process Skills and Scientific Curiosity
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Abstract

The purpose of this study was to investigate the effects of outdoor school ground lessons on Year Five students’ science process skills and scientific curiosity. A quasi-experimental design was employed in this study. The participants in the study were divided into two groups, one subjected to the experimental treatment, defined as “eco-hunt” group and the other had no experimental treatment, defined as control group. This study used intact four classes which consisted of 119 students and randomly assigned to the treatment (n = 63) and control groups (n = 56). Students’ science process skill was measured by a self-developed Science Process Skills Test and students’ scientific curiosity was measured using Children Scientific Curiosity Scale adapted from Harty and Beall (1984). The results showed a significant difference in post-test mean scores between students in “eco-hunt” group and control group in both students’ science process skills and scientific curiosity. Follow-up comparisons on the dimensions of science process skills and scientific curiosity were analyzed and discussed. The findings of this study will provide a framework for science teachers to teach students through interesting and meaningful outdoor activities.
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1. Introduction

Children spend most of their waking hours in schools. It is therefore no surprise that school environment affects the mental well-being of children (Gustafsson, Szczepabski, Nelson, & Gustafsson, 2011). Science education in elementary schools should expand beyond the four walls of the classroom as many opportunities abound in the outdoor setting for learning about science. As Charlesworth and Lind (1999) implied that children apply science concepts when they explore the outdoors, Dietz (1999) supported this by stating that children construct knowledge through meaningful experiences from outdoor. According to National Wildlife Federation (2013), abstract concepts and connections between various subject areas come to life in a schoolyard habitats sites, enhancing student comprehension and performance. The school grounds become places where students not only learn about wildlife species and ecosystems but would also sharpen up their science process skills and raise their natural curiosity (National Wildlife Federation, 2013). This inspired the present study to investigate if outdoor school ground lessons would give an effect on students’ science process skills and curiosity.

The Level Two Primary School Science Curriculum in Malaysia is designed to stimulate pupils’ curiosity and develop their interest as well to enable pupils to learn about themselves and the world around them through pupil-centered activities (Curriculum Development Centre, 2006). It is also designed to provide pupils with opportunities to develop science process skills and thinking skills. According to the Malaysian Standard Curriculum for Primary School (2013), science process skills are required for solving problems, seeking answers or making systematic decisions. It is a mental process that encourages critical, creative, analytic and systematic thinking. Mastering science process skills with better understanding and appropriate attitude towards science would ensure the students think effectively (Standard Curriculum for Primary School, 2013). Besides, Malaysia Standard Curriculum for Primary School (2013) is also designed to raise students’ curiosity through variety of teaching and learning activities. With the use of a variety of teaching and learning methods in classroom, it is anticipated that pupils’ interest in science will be enhanced. Science lessons that are not interesting will not be able to motivate pupils to learn and subsequently will affect their scientific thinking skills and curiosity. To abreast with the core objectives stated in Level Two Malaysian Standard Curriculum for Primary School, this
The study attempted to investigate if outdoor school ground lesson would affect science process skills and curiosity among Year Five students.

A number of researchers have examined the effects of outdoor lessons on students’ science process skills. For example, Archie (2003), Keil et al. (2009), and Buntod, Sukaisingam and Singseevo (2010) claimed that students develop better in their critical thinking skills and science process skills after undergoing an environment-based education. In addition, National Foundation for Educational Research (2004) also indicated that outdoor school ground project shows positive impact on students’ science process skills. Curiosity has often been highlighted as an important attribute and influencing factor with respect to students’ learning (Borowske, 2005). Literature studies showed that higher curious students probably achieve better than lower curious students (Harty & Beall, 1984) because of their exploration of events and objects for longer periods time and their use of many more senses. Curious youngsters will recall experiences longer, comprehend better and achieve a more complete learning (Harty & Beall, 1984). In short, curiosity motivates students on their learning (Edelman, 2007).

Moreover, nature is a great place to let children develop with their own curiosity, imagination, and interests (Erickson, 2008). Natural outdoor spaces foster children ability to explore and desire to know (Erickson, 2008). According to Little and Wyver (2008), learning through environment can satisfy children natural curiosity and desire for novelty.

The above-mentioned researches have provided evidence that school ground lessons can result a favor to the students’ science process skills and curiosity. However, there has been little research presented concerning the effects of school ground lessons on scientific curiosity. Internal inspiration that drives students to know more about science as what Harty and Beall (1984) defined as scientific curiosity is affected by the factors of novelty, lack of clarity, complexity of stimuli and surprise or bafflement. Unfortunately these factors have little been researched among primary school students in school ground lessons. This study was thus undertaken to find out if outdoor school ground lessons would give any effects on science process skills (SPS) and scientific curiosity (SC) of Year Five students (mean age 11 years old). In order to examine the treatment effects, the participants in the study were divided into two groups. The students who received the intervention of outdoor school ground lessons were defined as “eco-hunt” group. On another hand, the students who received ordinary teaching methods, such as, whiteboard, textbook, slideshows teaching group were defined as control group. The specific research hypotheses of this study were:

1) There is no significant difference between students learning in “eco-hunt” group and control group in i) pre-test mean scores in SPS, and ii) post-test mean scores in SPS.

2) There is no significant difference between pre-test mean scores and post-test mean scores in SPS among students in i) “eco-hunt” group, and ii) control group.

3) There is no significant difference between students learning in “eco-hunt” group and control group in i) pre-test mean scores in SC, and ii) post-test mean scores in SC.

4) There is no significant difference between pre-test mean scores and post-test mean scores in SC among students in i) “eco-hunt” group, and ii) control group.

2. Method

This study employed a quasi-experimental pre-test-post-test control group design. According to Christensen (2004), “quasi-experimental designs are the best type of design available for use in some field studies in which one wants to make causal inferences” (p. 320). However, a quasi-experimental design is an experimental design that does not meet all the requirements necessary for controlling the influence of extraneous variables (Christensen, 2004). In order to minimize the influence of extraneous variables, the participants in the study were divided into two groups, one subjected to the experimental treatment and defined as “eco-hunt” group and the other has no experimental treatment defined as control group. The control group is important for drawing stronger causal inferences that need to be compared with the results between experimental group and control group (Christensen, 2004).

A convenient sampling was chosen in this study. The study included those subjects that are immediately to hand which requires lesser time and cheaper cost. A convenient sampling is more practical because the subjects are easily assessable (Allison et al., 1996). Therefore, two of the four intact classes of Year Five students in one primary school in Kota Kinabalu were chosen to be the experimental group (n = 63) and control groups (n = 56) respectively.

The instruments used to measure the science process skills and scientific curiosity of students were Science Process Skills Test and Children’s Scientific Curiosity Scale respectively. The study used two equivalent Science
Process Skills (SPS) tests in which each consisted of 20 items posed in multiple-choice format that tested the science process skills of observing, classifying, making inferences, predicting, communicating and controlling variables. These test items were constructed by referring to the levels which has been stated in school-based Practical Work Assessment or in its Malay acronym, PEKA (Penilaian Kerja Amali). The SPS Test took approximately 20 to 30 minutes for administration. The scores of both tests were compared using Pearson product-moment correlation coefficient. The correlation coefficient for two equivalent forms of SPS test was found to be 0.736 which showed that both equivalent forms of SPS tests were highly and positively correlated with one another, which means that the SPS test was reliable. In order to ensure the content validity of the SPS test was fulfilled, two senior science teachers were assigned to evaluate the test items according to Practical Work Assessment and Standard Curriculum for Primary School.

The Children’s Scientific Curiosity Scale (CSCS) used in this study was adapted from Harty and Beall (1984). The CSCS composed of 30 Likert-type items which examined four generic curiosity factors or dimensions in the context of science learning: novelty, lack of clarity, complexity of stimuli and surprise or bafflement. The administration time for CSCS took approximately 20 to 30 minutes. The reliability of CSCS was tested with Cronbach’s alpha. The Cronbach’s alpha for CSCS was found satisfactory (0.830), which means that the CSCS was reliable. According to Crano and Brewer (1973), a minimum alpha coefficient for Likert-type scales is 0.80. The procedure used by this study to ensure the construct validity of CSCS was to assign an expert in science education to judge the items to the construct of the CSCS was meant to measure.

The intervention took about four to six weeks. At the beginning of the intervention, both the control groups and the “eco-hunt” groups participated in the pre-test of science process skills (SPS) and scientific curiosity (SC). The pre-test was helpful in assessing students’ prior knowledge of SPS and SC respectively and also in testing initial equivalence among groups. Then, the “eco-hunt” groups took part in the outdoor school ground lessons. However, the control group received the ordinary teaching and learning process, such as teaching by wall-charts, textbooks, power point slides and other methods. Four lessons that apply the outdoor school ground lessons as shown in Table 1 were designed to teach the specific topics.

Students in the “eco-hunt” group were facilitated to foster their science process skills of observing, predicting and making inference throughout the school ground lessons I-IV. Students developed their skills of observing when they were asked to access the school ground to seek for animals and plants. Teacher also drew students’ attention to a variety of questions that would foster their skills of predicting and making inference. Students would soon develop their skills of classifying as they divided animals into groups of “taking care and not taking care of their young” during lesson one; and classified plants according to the methods of dispersion in lesson two. Students needed to present information using food chains and food webs in lesson three and four, this will help them to improve their communicating skills. Students then stated how the numbers of producers and consumers would affect one another, thus helped them to develop the skills of controlling variables.

In addition, the process of discovering animals and plants that might appear in the school ground would help to enhance student’s “novelty” in scientific curiosity. What’s more, students would interact with teacher and ask question throughout the lessons; this process would help to improve “lack of clarity” in scientific curiosity. Besides, students needed to use a variety of senses while they were seeking for and observing the animals and plants; this would help to provoke “complexity of stimuli”. During lesson three and four, students will identify the relationships between animals and plants in the process of constructing food chains and food webs. Students will learn how the animals and plants affect one another, this will help to arouse “surprise/bafflement” in scientific curiosity.

For the control groups, students received a conventional teaching and learning process. Teacher taught the lessons using textbooks, wall charts and slides that consisted of pictures of different plants and animals. At the end of the intervention, the post-test of science process skills and scientific curiosity were administered to both the control groups and the “eco-hunt” groups in order to measure the treatment effects.
### Table 1. Structures of outdoor school ground lessons

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lessons</th>
<th>Topics</th>
<th>Learning Area</th>
<th>Activities</th>
<th>SPS/SC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 1       | Animal Survival | Survival of animal species. | Students accessed the school ground to look for any kind of animals that would appear, for example, lizard, butterfly, grasshopper, bird, earthworm and others. Students wrote down the names or drew the animals. Teacher grouped students in the school compound and discussed with students how these animals would ensure the survival of their species. For example, birds fed their young to protect them. | SPS  
Observing, making inference, predicting, classifying  
SC  
Novelty, lack of clarity, complexity of stimuli |
| 2       | Plant Survival | Survival of plant species. | Students accessed the school ground to find out the plants requested by teacher. Students drew or wrote down the characteristics of the plants. Teacher grouped students in the school compound and collected their works. Teacher related students’ results with the learning content, which were the methods of plants to ensure their survival of species. For example, papaya plants dispersed their seeds by animal; the fruits were colorful and smelled good in order to attract animals. | SPS  
Observing, making inference, predicting, classifying  
SC  
Novelty, lack of clarity, complexity of stimuli |
| 3       | Food Chain | Food chain. | Students accessed the school ground to seek for the plants which acted as a producer in a food chain. Teacher gathered students in the school compound and asked students to state the animals that would eat the plants. Teacher guided students to form a food chain which began with the plant. As an example, grasshoppers eat grass, birds eat grasshopper.  
\[
\text{grass} \rightarrow \text{grasshopper} \rightarrow \text{bird}
\]  
Students gathered all information provided by the other groups and formed the related food chains that might appear in the school ground with the concept of “who eats who”. | SPS  
Observing, predicting, making inference, communicating, controlling variables  
SC  
Lack of clarity, complexity of stimuli, surprise/bafflement |
| 4       | Food Web | Food web. | Students accessed the school ground to find out all the animals that might appear. Students wrote down the names or drew the animals. Teacher gathered students in the school compound and discussed the results with students. Teacher guided students to construct a food web using the found animals. As an example, students found grasshopper, birds and praying mantis. Teacher guided students to construct a food web as follow:  
\[
\text{grass} \rightarrow \text{grasshopper} \rightarrow \text{praying mantis} \rightarrow \text{bird}
\]  
Students might construct different food webs when they tried to link their own food chain with food chain produced by other groups. | SPS  
Observing, predicting, making inference, communicating, controlling variables  
SC  
Lack of clarity, complexity of stimuli, surprise/bafflement |
3. Results

3.1 Science Process Skills

There is no significant difference between students learning in “eco-hunt” group and control group in i) pre-test mean scores in SPS, and ii) post-test mean scores in SPS.

An independent-samples t-test was conducted to compare the mean scores of pre-test in science process skills between “eco-hunt” group and control group. Based on the pre-test data shown in Table 2, the significant value of $p = .510$ was greater than significance level of 0.05. Hence, it was concluded that there was no significant difference in pre-test mean scores between “eco-hunt” group and control group ($t(117) = .660$, $p = .510$) in science process skills. According to Gay and Airasian (2003, p. 467), if there is no significant difference between the two pre-test means, then a t test can be computed on the post-test means. An independent-samples t-test was therefore conducted to compare the mean scores of post-test in science process skills between “eco-hunt” group and control group. From the post-test data shown Table 2, the significant value of $p < .001$ was smaller than significance level of 0.05, thus there was a significant difference in post-test mean scores between “eco-hunt” group and control group ($t(117) = 4.241$, $p < .001$) in science process skills.

Table 2. Science process skills between groups in Pre- and Post-Test

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>Test</th>
<th>Eco-hunt Mean(SD)</th>
<th>Control Mean(SD)</th>
<th>Mean difference</th>
<th>t</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>p</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Science Process Skills Pre</td>
<td></td>
<td>33.81 (11.098)</td>
<td>32.50 (10.445)</td>
<td>1.31</td>
<td>.660</td>
<td>117</td>
<td>.510</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Science Process Skills Post</td>
<td></td>
<td>58.10 (22.548)</td>
<td>41.25 (20.544)</td>
<td>16.845</td>
<td>4.241</td>
<td>117</td>
<td>.000*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Significant at $p < .05$ level.

There is no significant difference between pre-test mean scores and post-test mean scores in SPS among students in i) “eco-hunt” group, and ii) control group.

A paired-samples t-test was conducted to determine the difference between pre-test mean scores and post-test mean scores within “eco-hunt” group and control group in science process skills. From the Table 3, the significant value of $p < .001$ was smaller than significance level of 0.05, thus, there was a significant difference from the mean scores of pre-test to post-test ($t(62) = -9.882$, $p < .001$) in science process skills of “eco-hunt” group. Based on the data in Table 3, significant value of $p = .001$ was smaller than significance level of 0.05, hence, there was a significant difference from the mean scores of pre-test to post-test ($t(55) = -3.391$, $p = .001$) in science process skills of control group.

Table 3. Science process skills between pre-test and post-test of “eco-hunt” group and control group

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Pretest Mean(SD)</th>
<th>Posttest Mean(SD)</th>
<th>Mean difference</th>
<th>t</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>p</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Science Process Skills</td>
<td>Eco-hunt</td>
<td>33.81 (11.098)</td>
<td>58.10 (22.548)</td>
<td>24.286</td>
<td>-9.882</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>.000*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Science Process Skills</td>
<td>Control</td>
<td>32.50 (10.445)</td>
<td>41.25 (20.544)</td>
<td>8.750</td>
<td>-3.391</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>.001*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Significant at $p < .05$ level.

From the findings above, both groups performed significantly better on the post test compared to the pre test in science process skills. However, the average increase in mean scores of 24.286 in “eco-hunt” group was higher
than the average increase in mean scores of 8.750 in control group. From the results stated above, the outdoor school ground lessons showed better effects on students’ science process skills.

Besides, the present study also analyzed the findings according the dimensions of Science Process Skills Test in order to evaluate the improvements of each dimensions in “eco-hunt” group. The dimensions tested in Science Process Skills Test included: observing, classifying, making inferences, predicting, communicating and controlling variables. Mean scores and percentages of each dimension were computed to determine the effects of outdoor school ground lessons on each dimension of science process skills. Table 4 shows the comparison of means and percentages for each dimension for “eco-hunt” group in Science Process Skills Test using paired-sample t-test, with significance level, alpha = .05. A paired-samples t-test was conducted to determine if a significant difference existed between pre-test mean scores or percentages and post-test mean scores or percentages within “eco-hunt” group in each dimension of science process skills. The results shows a significant positive increase from pre-test to post-test in all dimensions of science process skills, such as observing (p < .001), classifying (p < .001), making inference (p = .002), predicting (p = .024), communicating (p < .001) and controlling variables (p < .001).

Based on the percentage shown in Table 4, the students have the greatest improvement in the dimension of classifying with a 39.3% increase from pre to post-test. Followed by the dimension of observing which showed a 25.8% increase from pre to post-test. Nevertheless, the dimension of predicting showed the least increment from pre to post-test, that was 9.2%.

### Table 4. Mean/percentage difference of dimensions in science process skills between pre-test and post-test of “eco-hunt” group

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dimension</th>
<th>n</th>
<th>Pretest Mean/% (SD)</th>
<th>Posttest Mean/% (SD)</th>
<th>Mean/% Difference</th>
<th>t</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>p</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Observing</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>6.587/32.9 (4.564)</td>
<td>11.746/58.7 (6.907)</td>
<td>5.159/25.8</td>
<td>-5.792</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>.000*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Classifying</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>5.635/28.2 (3.647)</td>
<td>13.492/67.5 (5.932)</td>
<td>7.857/39.3</td>
<td>-9.221</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>.000*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Making Inference</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>4.921/24.6 (4.065)</td>
<td>7.698/38.5 (5.932)</td>
<td>2.778/13.9</td>
<td>-3.230</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>.002*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Predicting</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>4.206/21 (4.232)</td>
<td>6.032/30.2 (5.066)</td>
<td>1.825/9.2</td>
<td>-2.321</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>.024*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communicating</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>6.191/31 (3.885)</td>
<td>9.841/49.2 (4.504)</td>
<td>3.651/18.2</td>
<td>-5.686</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>.000*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Controlling variables</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>6.269/31.4 (5.310)</td>
<td>9.286/46.4 (5.740)</td>
<td>3.016/15</td>
<td>-3.677</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>.000*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Significant at p < .05 level.

### 3.2 Scientific Curiosity

There is no significant difference between students learning in “eco-hunt” group and control group in i) pre-test mean scores in SC, and ii) post-test mean scores in SC.

An independent-samples t-test was conducted to compare the mean scores of pre-test in scientific curiosity between “eco-hunt” group and control group. From what is shown in Table 5, the significant value of p = .056 was greater than significance level of 0.05, thus there was no significant difference in pre-test mean scores between “eco-hunt” group and control group (t(117) = 1.930, p = .056) in scientific curiosity. An independent-samples t-test was therefore conducted to compare the mean scores of post-test in scientific curiosity between “eco-hunt” group and control group. From the Table 5 stated, the significant value of p < .001
was smaller than significance level of 0.05, thus there was a significant difference in post-test mean scores between “eco-hunt” group and control group ($t(117) = 5.394, p < .001$) in scientific curiosity.

Table 5. Scientific curiosity mean difference between “eco-hunt” group and control group in pre- and post-test

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>Test</th>
<th>Eco-hunt Mean(SD)</th>
<th>Control Mean(SD)</th>
<th>Mean difference</th>
<th>t</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>p</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Scientific Curiosity</td>
<td>Pre</td>
<td>109.54 (13.338)</td>
<td>105.18 (11.026)</td>
<td>4.361</td>
<td>1.930</td>
<td>117</td>
<td>.056</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scientific Curiosity</td>
<td>Post</td>
<td>114.70 (15.508)</td>
<td>99.55 (15.033)</td>
<td>15.145</td>
<td>5.394</td>
<td>117</td>
<td>.000*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Significant at p < .05 level.

There is no significant difference between pre-test mean scores and post-test mean scores among students in scientific curiosity in i) “eco-hunt” group, and ii) control group.

A paired-samples t-test was conducted to determine the difference between pre-test mean scores and post-test mean scores within “eco-hunt” group and control group in scientific curiosity. From the Table 6, the significant value of $p = .010$ was smaller than significance level of 0.05, thus, there was a significant difference from the mean scores of pre-test to post-test ($t(62) = -2.641, p = .010$) in scientific curiosity of “eco-hunt” group. Based on the data in Table 6, significant value of $p = .007$ was smaller than significance level of 0.05, hence, there was a significant difference from the mean scores of pre-test to post-test ($t(55) = -2.822, p = .007$) in scientific curiosity of control group.

Table 6. Scientific curiosity mean difference between pre-test and post-test in “eco-hunt” group and control group

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Pretest Mean(SD)</th>
<th>Posttest Mean(SD)</th>
<th>Mean difference</th>
<th>t</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>p</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Scientific Curiosity</td>
<td>Eco-hunt</td>
<td>109.54 (13.338)</td>
<td>114.70 (15.508)</td>
<td>5.159</td>
<td>-2.641</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>.010*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scientific Curiosity</td>
<td>Control</td>
<td>105.18 (11.026)</td>
<td>99.55 (15.033)</td>
<td>-5.625</td>
<td>2.822</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>.007*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Significant at p < .05 level.

From the findings above, both groups showed statistically significant difference in mean scores between pre-test and post-test in scientific curiosity. Anyhow, an increase mean score of 5.159 in “eco-hunt” group was found, on the contrary, a decrease mean score of 5.625 was observed in control group. From the results stated above, the outdoor school ground lessons showed better effects on students’ scientific curiosity.

In addition, the present study analyzed the findings according the dimensions of Children’s Scientific Curiosity Scale to evaluate the improvements of each dimensions in “eco-hunt” group. The dimensions of Children’s Scientific Curiosity Scale included novelty, lack of clarity, complexity of stimuli and surprise or bafflement. Mean scores and percentages of each dimension were computed to determine the effects of outdoor school ground lessons on each dimension in scientific curiosity. Table 7 shows the comparison of mean and percentage for each dimension for “eco-hunt” group in Scientific Curiosity Scale using paired-sample t-test, with significance level, alpha = .05. A paired-samples t-test was conducted to determine the difference between pre-test mean scores or percentages and post-test mean scores or percentages within “eco-hunt” group in each dimension of scientific curiosity. The results shows that there was a significant positive increase from pre-test to post-test in some of the dimensions of scientific curiosity, such as novelty ($p = .001$) and complexity of stimuli ($p < .001$). However, there was no significant difference between pre-test and post-test mean score in the dimensions of lack of clarity and surprise or bafflement.
Table 7. Mean/percentage difference of dimensions in scientific curiosity between pre-test and post-test of “eco-hunt” group

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dimension</th>
<th>n</th>
<th>Pretest Mean/% (SD)</th>
<th>Posttest Mean/% (SD)</th>
<th>Mean/% Difference</th>
<th>t</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>p</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Mean (%)</td>
<td>Mean (%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(SD)</td>
<td>(SD)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Novelty</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>35.302/23.9 (6.505)</td>
<td>38.698/25.8 (6.909)</td>
<td>3.396/2.3</td>
<td>-3.37</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>.001*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of Clarity</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>35.444/23.6 (7.596)</td>
<td>35.191/23.5 (6.758)</td>
<td>-.254/-0.1</td>
<td>.225</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>.823</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Complexity of Stimuli</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>26.016/17.3 (5.078)</td>
<td>35.191/23.5 (6.758)</td>
<td>9.175/6.2</td>
<td>-8.786</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>.000*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surprise/ Bafflement</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>12.778/8.5 (2.303)</td>
<td>12.492/8.3 (2.242)</td>
<td>-.286/-0.2</td>
<td>.826</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>.412</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Significant at p < .05 level.

Based on the percentage shown in Table 7, the students showed the greatest improvement in the dimension of complexity of stimuli with a 6.2% increase from pre to post-test. This was follow by the dimension of novelty which showed a 2.3% increase from pre to post-test. Anyway, the dimension of lack of clarity and surprise or bafflement showed a decrement of 0.1% and 0.2% from pre to post-test respectively.

4. Discussion

One of the major questions addressed in this study was whether the use of outdoor school ground lessons would improve students’ science process skills. It was found that students in both groups had significantly higher science process skills mean scores in post-test compared to pre-test, but the outdoor school ground lesson was found to have significantly greater improvement scores than the control group. That is, the opportunity to learn with outdoor school ground lesson enhanced students’ science process skills. The obtained results were similar with the previous findings (Archie, 2003; National Foundation for Educational Research, 2004; Keil et al., 2009; Buntod, Sukringsam, & Singseevo, 2010). There are several possible explanations for the beneficial effects of outdoor school ground lessons. Learning through outdoor school ground lessons may help students to build more complex cognitive structures with concrete activities in regards to ordinary activities inside the classroom. Through the interactions among environment, students may have come to apply science process skills in order to solve daily problems better. In addition, learning through outdoor school ground lessons may have spurred students to make more explicit links to prior knowledge compared to the individual learning inside the classroom. This could account for their ability to relate science process skills to solve daily problems.

Besides, this study analyzed the findings according to the dimensions of science process skills. It was found that students showed the most increment in the basic science process skills of classifying and observing. The abilities to classify and to observe were improved because extending the learning process into instructional settings beyond the classroom may provide the opportunity to see, touch, taste, smell and hear which require the use of all senses. Students may learn from experiences gained in the outdoor school ground lessons and real understanding occurs. Like what have been addressed in the theory of experiential learning by Kolb (1984), students construct knowledge, skills and values through direct experiences. Moreover, in outdoor settings theoretical concepts can be matched with real-life examples. Students may connect what they have learnt in the classroom with what have been experienced from the outdoor. Therefore, it is likely that the use of outdoor school ground lessons served to improve students’ science process skills to a greater extent than the individual learning with ordinary teaching method, which is also supported by American Institute for Research (2005). However, the results indicated that students showed least increment in the basic science process skills of predicting. The process of predicting may require students to apply the prior knowledge to imagine abstractly what is going to happen in the future. This process might need students’ ability to think abstractly. Elementary students might encounter difficulty when predicting abstractly. As Piaget (1971) claimed that, during the third cognitive stage (age 7-11) in children development, when physical experience accumulates, a child starts to conceptualize that explains his or her own physical experiences. However, sufficient physical experiences are
required in order to help a child to think abstractly. This could explain why students showed the least improvement in the basic science process skills of predicting. Students might not be able to accumulate enough physical experiences through outdoor school ground lessons.

Another major questions addressed in this study was whether the use of outdoor school ground lessons would improve students’ scientific curiosity. Students in “eco-hunt” group showed a significantly increment in post-test of scientific curiosity. Students in control group showed significantly lower in post-test of scientific curiosity contradictory. That is, learning science with outdoor school ground lessons enhanced students’ scientific curiosity. This finding is consistent with the findings of previous study by Erickson (2008) who reported that natural outdoor spaces foster children ability to explore and desire to know. With the same point of view, Little and Wyver (2008) indicated that learning through environment can satisfy children natural curiosity and desire for novelty.

Further with this point of view, this present study attempted to discover more about the effects of outdoor school ground lessons on scientific curiosity. Therefore, the present study analyzed the findings according to four dimensions tested in the Children’s Scientific Curiosity Scale: novelty, lack of clarity, complexity of stimuli and bafflement or surprise. The findings showed that students improved the most in the complexity of stimuli then followed by novelty. However, the findings found that there was no improvement in the dimension of lack of clarity and bafflement or surprise after intervention. The improvement in both of the dimension of complexity of stimuli and novelty meet the results of the study by Cantor and Cantor (1964), who claimed that curiosity can be considered as a function of stimulus novelty. According to Cantor and Cantor (1964), curiosity is due to children’s familiarity with variety types of stimuli, with more unusual or conflicting stimuli being more “novel”. Correspondingly, according Smock and Holt (1962), complexity of stimuli was primarily driven by novelty; plus, they suggested that novelty is more likely a motivator of curiosity. Therefore, it could be explained why the dimension of complexity of stimuli and novelty enhanced at the same time. Anyway, there was no improvement in the dimension of lack of clarity and bafflement or surprise after intervention. Both of the dimensions of lack of clarity and surprise/bafflement are measuring for uncertainty concurrently. Uncertainty occurs when disequilibrium occurs, which is supported by Piaget (1956). Children showed preference to explore the surprise and unexpected condition most when they meet uncertainty situation. On the other hand, according to Charlesworth’s theory of curiosity, students would like to explore more to unexpected condition than expected condition when they are seeking for answer (Jirout & Klahr, 2012). But, in the present study, students were familiar to the currently existing school ground. Therefore, students tend to passively explore to the expected condition. This can be explained why the dimension of lack of clarity and bafflement/surprise showed no improvement after students were being exposed to outdoor school ground lessons.

Generalizing the present study’s findings to other elementary school students should be done in caution. The students who served as subjects in this study were selected through convenient sampling that is a non-probability sampling. There is no precise way of generalizing from a convenience sampling to a population. It is recommended to use randomization in the future studies in order to draw a stronger causal inference. In regard to the instruments of this study, Science Process Skills Test and Children’s Scientific Curiosity Scale were used to obtain students’ responses which relied on students’ self-reports. There is a second major type of data collection which does not rely on self-reports; it is the observation method. Observation allows a clear description of behavior as it occurs naturally.

Based on the results of this study, it provides an additional instructional teaching method to educators which might help in teaching. This study will provide a framework for science teachers to teach students through interesting and meaningful outdoor activities. Besides, teacher training institutes may use this study as a guideline for a further research in outdoor education. Outdoor educations not only enhance students’ science process skills and curiosity toward science, it might have other beneficial aspects that this study has not yet explored. Moreover, the results of this study may help in science curriculum development. With the results that outdoor school ground lesson has improved students’ science process skills and scientific curiosity; curriculum developer might consider putting outdoor school lessons into science curriculum.
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